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1. INTRODUCTION
Let Rn be the n-dimensional linear space. Let Kn denote the family of
all convex compact subsets of Rn.
Definition 1.1. A scalar valued function
,: Kn  C
is called a valuation if for every two convex compact sets K1 , K2 such that
their union is also convex one has
,(K1 _ K2)=,(K1)+,(K2)&,(K1 & K2).
The Kn is equipped naturally with the Hausdorff metric and it becomes
a locally compact space. In this work we will study only translation-
invariant valuations continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric. Let us
recall that the valuation , is called translation invariant if ,(K+x)=,(K)
for every convex compact set K # Kn and for every vector x # Rn. Clearly
the space of all such valuations is a linear space.
The basic example of valuations of this type is the mixed volume of K
taken j times with some fixed convex compact sets A1 , ..., An& j , i.e.,
,(K)=V(K[ j], A1 , ..., An& j) (see [Sch1] for definitions and further
details).
The classical result in the valuation theory is the Hadwiger characteriza-
tion of isometry-invariant continuous valuations [H] (see also [K] for a
simpler proof):
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Theorem 1.2. Every continuous isometry-invariant valuation , on Kn
can be represented uniquely in the form
,(K)= :
n
j=0
cjVj (K),
where cj are fixed constants and Vj (K) denotes the mixed volume of K taken
j times with the unit Euclidean ball taken n& j times.
There is the following conjecture due to McMullen [Mc2] concerning
description of translation invariant continuous valuations (without any
assumption on additional symmetries).
Conjecture (McMullen.) Every continuous translation invariant valua-
tion can be approximated uniformly on compact sets in Kn by linear com-
binations of mixed volumes.
This conjecture is known to be true in Rn for n3 (see the references in
Section 2 of this paper). In Section 2 of this paper we review some addi-
tional cases where the conjecture is known to be true. (For a general survey
on valuations we refer to [Mc-Sch] and [Mc3]).
The main result of this paper is the proof of this conjecture for the class
of even valuations in R4 (Theorem 6.1 below).
As a byproduct of our approach we obtain a complete list of continuous
translation-invariant unitarily invariant valuations in C2 ( &R4) (Theorem
7.1). It turnes out that the linear space of these valuations has dimension
6 (whereas the space of isometry-invariant valuations has dimension 5 by
the Hadwiger theorem).
Note also that this method allows us to describe the K-type structure of
the space of even valuations in R4 (i.e. the decomposition of this space with
respect to the action of the orthogonal group; see Corollary 6.2).
In Section 8 we present an additional result on finite dimensionality of
the space of translation-invariant continuous valuations, which are in addi-
tion invariant with respect to a compact group G acting transitively on the
sphere in Rn (Theorem 8.1).
Let us describe very briefly our approach to the problem. By a result due
to McMullen [Mc1] every continuous translation-invariant valuation is
represented uniquely as a sum of homogeneous valuations of this type. So
it is more convenient to study homogeneous valuations. The space of trans-
lation-invariant valuations on Rn has a natural action ? of the group
GL(n, R). Namely, for g # GL(n, R), K # Kn, and , being a valuation
(?(g) ,)(K)=,(g&1K). We construct two different imbeddings of the
GL(n, R)-module of even translation-invariant valuations homogeneous of
given degree into the GL(n, R)-modules induced from certain parabolic
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subgroups. Next we obtain some representation-theoretical information on
the stucture of the space of valuations from the existence of these embed-
dings. Thus the first imbedding allows one to compute, e.g., an infinitesimal
character of the representation of GL(n, R) in our space of valuations.
(Note that the injectivity of this imbedding is a consequence of a non-
trivial result due to Klain [K]). The second imbedding allows one to
compute, e.g., the functional dimension of this space. It turns out that in
the case of even valuations in R4 one can describe explicitly the action of
the special orthogonal group SO(4) on even mixed volumes (in terms of
highest weights). Comparing this description with the information which
can be deduced from the existence of the two previous imbeddings, one
concludes that the even mixed volumes must be dense in the space of all
even valuations in R4.
Remark. Recently we have proved the McMullen conjecture in full
generality using more involved representation-theoretical machinary. This
method allows us to prove a stronger property of irreducibility of the
representation of GL(n, R) in the space of even (resp. odd) valuations
homogeneous of given degree. Moreover using results of Howe and Lee
[Ho-L] one can describe the K-type structure of the space of even valua-
tions. This will be discussed in a later paper.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section we will describe in what cases the McMullen conjecture
was known to be true till now. We will also state the necessary results from
the valuation theory that we will use.
Theorem 2.1 [Mc1]. Let ,: Kn  C be a continuous translation-
invariant valuation. Then , can be uniquely represented as a sum of
homogeneous translation-invariant continuous valuations,
,= :
n
j=0
,j ,
where ,j (*K)=* j, j (K) for every scalar *0 and every K # Kn.
Remark. Actually this theorem can be deduced from a stronger statement
in [Mc1]. Namely, whenever , satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, then
if K1 , ..., Ks are convex compact bodies then ,(*1K1+ } } } +*sKs) is a poly-
nomial in *i0. (For the generalizations of this result to valuations
polynomial with respect to translations see [KhP].)
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Theorem 2.2. Let ,: Kn  C be a continuous translation invariant
valuation homogeneous of degree j (by the previous result 0 jn). Then
(a) if j=0 then , is a constant;
(b) if j=n then , is a multiple of the Lebesgue measure, i.e.,
,(K)=a } vol K;
(c) McMullen’s conjecture is true for valuations homogeneous of
degree n&1 and 1.
The case (a) is trivial. The case (b) was proved in [H]. Valuations
homogeneous of degree n&1 were described explicitly in [Mc2], and
McMullen’s conjecture is a trivial consequence of this description. The case
j=1 was proved in [Go-W].
Clearly Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 imply McMullen’s conjecture in Rn for
n3. The next result, due to Klain [K], will be crucial to deduce the
injectivity of one of the imbeddings used in this paper.
First, recall that the valuation is called simple if it vanishes on all
degenerated convex sets (i.e., those whose dimension is strictly less than n).
Theorem 2.3 [K]. Every even simple translation-invariant continuous
valuation is proportional to the Lebesgue measure.
Let us mention that odd simple translation-invariant continuous valua-
tions were classified by R. Schneider [Sch2].
3. TWO IMBEDDINGS OF EVEN VALUATIONS
In this section we consider even valuations homogeneous of degree k and
construct two imbeddings into spaces of representations of GL(n, R)
induced from certain parabolic subgroups.
Let Valevn, k denote the space of even translation-invariant continuous
valuations on Rn homogeneous of degree k. This is a Frechet space
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in
Kn. Indeed this topology can be given by a sequence of seminorms
&,&N sup
K/N } B
|,(K)|,
where N } B denotes the Euclidean ball of radius N. Note that the
supremum above is finite since it is taken over a compact subset of Kn (by
the Blaschke selection theorem).
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Let us denote by Grn, k the Grassmannian of k-planes in Rn. Let us
denote by L the line bundle L  Grn, k of densities over Grn, k ; i.e., the fiber
of L over each E # Grn, k is the (one dimensional) space of densities on E.
First let us construct an imbedding of Valevn, k into the space of con-
tinuous sections of L. Let , # Valevn, k . For every linear k-dimensional sub-
space E # Grn, k let us consider the restriction of , to the class of convex
compact subsets of E. Obviously it is again a translation-invariant con-
tinuous valuation homogeneous of degree k. Hence, by Theorem 2.2(b) it
defines a density on E. It is easy to see that this measure depends con-
tinuously on E # Grn, k ; more precisely, , defines a continuous global
section of L. The linear space of all continuous sections of L will be
denoted by 1(L).
Proposition 3.1. The constructed map Valevn, k  1(L) is injective and
commutes with the action of GL(n, R).
Proof. Only injectivity is non-trivial. Assume that , belongs to the
kernel of this map. For every (k+1)-dimensional subspace F of Rn the
restriction of , to the convex subsets of F defines an even simple valuation.
Hence by Theorem 2.3 it must be proportional to the Lebesgue measure on
F, i.e., it is homogeneous of degree k+1, which contradicts to the
hypothesis on ,. Hence , vanishes on all (k+1)-dimensional convex sets.
In this way, by induction, one sees that , vanishes identically. Q.E.D
Let Valn, k denote the Frechet space of continuous translation invariant
valuations on Rn homogeneous of degree k (not necessarily even). Now we
are going to construct an imbedding of Valn, k into the space of distribu-
tions on the product of k copies of the set of oriented lines through the
origin (which is diffeomorphic to the sphere) with values in certain line
bundle. It will turn out that the support of this distribution is contained in
the diagonal.
Let us describe the construction of the distribution. Given a valuation ,
homogeneous of degree k, using the remark after Theorem 2.1 one can con-
sider the mixed valuation ,(K1 , ..., Kk), where Ki are convex compact sets.
This mixed valuation is symmetric with respect to its arguments and
Minkowski additive with respect to each of them, i.e., for *, +0
,(*K$1++K 1" , K2 , ..., Ks)=*,(K$1 , K2 , ..., Ks)++,(K1" , K2 , ..., Ks).
Let us denote by Pn&1+ the manifold of oriented lines in R
n through the
origin. Let ( f1 , ..., fk) be a k-tuple of twice continuously differentiable func-
tions on Rn&[0] homogeneous of degree 1. Then one can represent f i as
fi= f i$& f i" ,
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where f i$ and f i" are twice continuously differentiable (away from the
origin) supporting functionals of some convex bodies and
max[& f i$&C 2(P+n&1) , & f i"&C2(P+n&1)]C& f i&C 2(P +n&1) , (3.1)
where C is a constant depending on n only. (To see that this is true it is
sufficient to take f i" to be equal to a supporting functional of the Euclidean
ball of sufficiently large radius).
Then by k-linearity one can define ,( f1 , ..., fk). (For example, if k=2
one has ,( f1 , f2)=,( f $1 , f $2)&,( f $1 , f 2")&,( f 1" , f $2)+,( f 1" , f 2"). Here
the application of , to the tuple of supporting functionals of convex sets is
just the application of , to those sets.) It is easy to see that this k-linear
form is well defined.
Lemma 3.2. , defines a k-linear continuous form on the space of twice
continuously differentiable functions on Rn&[0] homogeneous of degree 1.
Proof. The continuity immediately follows from the inequality (3.1).
Q.E.D
Let us denote by S the line bundle over Pn&1+ such that its fiber over an
oriented line l # Pn&1+ is the (one dimensional) space of functions
homogeneous of degree 1 on the positive semiline of l. Clearly the space of
global sections of S coincides with the space of functions homogeneous of
degree 1 on Rn. By the kernel theorem due to Schwartz (see [G-V]) ,
defines a continuous linear functional on the space of smooth sections of
the exterior product S g_ } } } g_ S over Pn&1+ _ } } } _P
n&1
+ (k times). Thus ,
defines a distribution on Pn&1+ _ } } } _P
n&1
+ with values in the line bundle.
Let us denote this distribution by , . It has the following key property.
Proposition 3.3. Let , be a valuation homogeneous of degree k. Then the
support of the distribution , is contained in the diagonal of Pn&1+ _ } } } _P
n&1
+ .
Proof. Let us identify the sections of S with functions on the unit
sphere B (here B denotes the unit Euclidean ball). Let f (x1 , ..., xk), xi # B
be a C-function such that supp f & diag=<. We have to show that
(, , f )=0. We may assume that f is supported on U1_ } } } _Uk , where
Uj are small disks on the sphere B and U1 & U2=<. Moreover, we may
assume that f (x1 , ..., xk)= f1(x1) } } } } } fk(xk), where f j (xj) is supported on
Uj . Also we may assume that U1=B=(a1), U2=B=(a2), where a1 , a2 # S n&1
and
B=14(a1) & B=14(a2)=<.
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Consider a convex body K with the supporting functional (restricted to
the unit sphere) F#1+$3 f3+ } } } +$k fk for $3 , ..., $k being small. Con-
sider a hyperplane H which cuts from the unit ball B a cap of radius - =
with the center at the point a1 # B. Let us denote the halfspace containing
a1 by H + and the opposite halfspace by H&. It is well known that the
boundary K is parametrized by B as
K=[{F(x) | x # B],
where { denotes the gradient. For x # B such that |x&a1 |= and
|$3 |, ..., |$k |<<= one has
|{(F(x)+$1 f1(x)+$2 f2(x))&a1||x&a1 |+ } :
k
i=1
$ i {fi (x) }
<=+C=<C$=.
Hence the point {(F(x)+$1 f1(x)+$2 f2(x)) is C$=-close to a1 and hence
lies in the halfspace H+. Let K be the convex body with the supporting
functional F+$1 f1 .
Let us introduce more notation:
2=K & H +, 2 =K & H +.
Then by the definition of valuation we have
,(K)=,(2)+,(K & H&)+,(K & H),
,(K )=,(2 )+,(K & H&)+,(K & H).
Note that for small = and $i
K & H=K & H, K & H&=K & H &.
Hence we deduce that
,(K )&,(K)=,(2 )&,(2).
Let us consider now the convex body L with the supporting functional
F+$2 f2 and the convex body L with the supporting functional
F+$2 f2+$1 f1 . Replacing K by L and K by L in the previous argument
we obtain
,(L )&,(L)=,(2 )&,(2).
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Thus ,(K )&,(K)=,(L )&,(L). In the language of distributions this
means that
, ((F+$1 f1) k)&, (F k)=, ((F+$1 f1+$2 f2) k)&, ((F+$2 f2) k).
The coefficient of the monomial $1 } $2 } } } } } $k on the left hand side is equal
to zero, and on the right hand side it is equal to k!, ( f1(x1) } } } } } fk(xk)). This
implies the proposition. Q.E.D
4. ACTION OF SO(4) ON EVEN MIXED VOLUMES IN R4
The main result of this section is Proposition 4.6 describing the decom-
position of the space of even mixed volumes in R4 with respect to the
action of the special orthogonal group SO(4).
First let us consider the general space Rn. Let us fix a Euclidean structure
in Rn.
The first construction described in Section 3 gives an imbedding of even
valuations to the sections of the line bundle L over the Grassmannian
Grn, k . The representation of the special orthogonal group SO(n) in
sections of this bundle is just the quasiregular representation of SO(n) in
functions on the Grassmannian Grn, k .
Proposition 4.1. Every irreducible representation of the group SO(n) in
the space of even valuations homogeneous of degree k enters with multiplicity 1.
Proof. This immediately follows from the existence of the first imbed-
ding described in Section 3 and the fact that the Grassmannian is a
symmetric space (see [Hel or Tak]). Q.E.D
Let A1 , ..., Ak be convex bodies with smooth supporting functionals. For
every (n&k)-dimensional linear subspace E # Grn, n&k , let DE /E be the
unit ball inside E.
Consider the function on the Grassmannian
f (E)=Vn(DE[n&k], A1 , ..., Ak). (4.1)
(Note that for convenience of notation we consider now valuations
homogeneous of degree n&k.) It is well known that up to a normalizing con-
stant f(E) is equal to the k-dimensional mixed volume Vk(PrE= A1 , ..., PrE=Ak),
where PrE= Aj denotes the projection of the set Aj onto the orthogonal
complement E=.
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Let Hj denote the supporting functional of Aj , then the supporting func-
tional of PrE= Aj is just the restriction Hj |E= . Indeed if u # E = then
HPrE=Aj (u)= sup
x # PrE =Aj
(u, x) =sup
y # Aj
(u, y)=Hj (u).
Let us introduce some more notation. Let h1 , ..., hk&1 be smooth func-
tions on Rk&[0] homogeneous of degree 1. For every | belonging to the
unit sphere S k&1 let u1 , ..., uk&1 be an orthonormal basis in |= &T|Sk&1.
Then one has quadratic forms
d 2hj (|)= :
k&1
p, q=1
2hj (|)
up uq
dup duq .
Thus we have quadratic forms on the tangent space T| S k&1. Let us denote
these forms by h j (|). Then the mixed discriminant of these forms will be
denoted by D(h 1(|), ..., h k&1(|)).
Lemma 4.2 [A]. Let F be a k-dimensional linear space. Let P1 , ..., Pk
be convex compact subsets of F. Assume that their supporting functionals
h1 , ..., hk are smooth. Then the mixed volume of these sets is equal to
V(P1 , ..., Pk)=
1
k |Sk&1 hk(|) D(h 1(|), ..., h k&1(|)) d|.
Lemma 4.3. Let A1 , ..., Ak be convex compact sets in Rn with smooth
supporting functionals H1 , ..., Hk . Then with f (E) as in (4.1) one has
f (E)=c |
S(E=)
Hk(|) D(H 1 | E=(|), ..., H k&1 |E=(|)) d|,
where c is a normalizing constant, and H j |E= denotes the restriction of the
quadratic form H j (defined on T|(Sn&1)) to the tangent space at | to the
unit sphere of E, T|(S(E))/T|(Sn&1).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.2 and the identity H j |E=(|)=
(Hj |E=
t
)(|). Q.E.D
We are going to get more precise information about the image of the
mixed volumes in the functions on the Grassmannian Grn, n&k .
Let B1(|), ..., Bk&1(|) be quadratic forms on T|(S n&1) smoothly
depending on |; i.e., they can be considered as smooth sections of the
bundle sym2T*(Sn&1). Let us define a Radon-type transform from the
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space of sections of this bundle to functions on the Grassmannian Grn, n&k :
for E # Grn, n&k ,
RB1, ..., Bk&1(E)=|
S(E=)
D(B1 | E= , ..., Bk&1 |E=)(|) d|. (*)
Lemma 4.4. The image of the mixed volumes in Grn, n&k is contained in
the image of the above transformation.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 if one takes
B1(|)=Hk(|) H 1(|)
Bj (|)=H j (|), 2 jk&1. Q.E.D.
The orthogonal group O(n) acts naturally on sym2T*(S n&1) and on
functions on the Grassmannian. The transformation R commutes with this
action.
Now let us study valuations homogeneous of degree 2 in R4. Thus we
have to take in (*) only one form B. So
RB(E)=|
S(E=)
B |E=(|) d|.
(Note that the restriction of B to the one-dimensional subspace T|(S(E=))
is just a scalar.)
Lemma 4.5. Representations of SO(4) in sections of sym2T*(S 3) have
highest weights satisfying (m1 , m2) with m1|m2 |, |m2 |2.
Proof. Fix a point x0 # S3. Let V be a (finite dimensional) irreducible
subspace of the space of global sections of the bundle sym2T*(S 3). Con-
sider a map
8: V  sym2T*x0(S
3)
defined as 8(#)=#(x0). Then clearly 8 commutes with the action of SO(3)
(where SO(3) is considered as a subgroup of SO(4) fixing x0). Moreover 8
is not identically zero since if # # V&[0], there exists x # S3 such that
#(x){0. If U # SO(4) is a rotation such that U(x0)=x, then (U&1#)(x0){0.
So if we restrict the representation V to SO(3), then it has an irreducible
component appearing in the decomposition of sym2T*x0 S
3 (as representa-
tion of SO(3) ). But the last space is just the space of quadratic forms on
R3, and its decomposition into irreducible components under the action of
SO(3) is a sum of the trivial representation and of spherical harmonics of
degree 2, i.e., of representations with highest weights (0) and (2).
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But it is well known (see [Zh]) that if we restrict the representation of
SO(4) with highest weight (m1 , m2) to SO(3), then the highest weights
appearing in the decomposition into irreducible components are precisely
(&) satisfying:
m1&|m2 |
So if the highest weight (2) (resp. (0)) enters into the decomposition of
the restriction to SO(3), then
m12|m2 |(resp. m10|m2 | ). Q.E.D
Thus we have shown that the representations of SO(4) in even mixed
volumes must have highest weight (m1 , m2) with |m2 |2. The main result
of this section is
Proposition 4.6. The representation of SO(4) in even mixed volumes in
R4 homogeneous of degree 2 is multiplicity-free and the highest weights
(m1 , m2) are precisely those satisfying
m1|m2 |, m1 is even,
m2=0 or \2.
The multiplicity freeness follows from Lemma 4.1. It is well known that
the highest weights appearing in SO(4)-decomposition of functions on the
Grassmannian are even. From the previous discussion of this section it
follows that the highest weights are contained in the described set. We have
to show that they coincide. This will follow from two constructions of
valuations we are going to use.
Lemma 4.7. Let f: S3  C be any continuous function on the sphere. For
every convex body K consider
,(K) :=|
S3
f (|) dS2 (K; |),
where S2 (K; } ) is the second area measure (see [Sch1]).
Then these expressions are translation invariant continuous valuations
which can be approximated by the mixed volumes. The representation of SO(4)
in even valuations of this form contains precisely irreducible components with
highest weights (m, 0), where m0 is an even integer.
Proof. The statement that , is a valuation is well known. The function
f may be assumed to be orthogonal to any linear functional on the sphere
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(i.e., to all spherical harmonics of degree 1). By the theorem due to Weil
[W] the linear combinations of measures S2 (K; |) (where K runs over all
convex compact sets) are dense in the space of measures on S3 orthogonal
to all spherical harmonics of degree 1. Hence the map f [ , is injective on
the class of functions orthogonal to spherical harmonics of degree 1. If we
are interested only in even valuations then the relevant highest weights
have exactly the form mentioned in the statement of the lemma. Q.E.D
Now we are going to use the second construction of valuations.
Lemma 4.8. Let g: Gr4, 2  C be any continuous function. Let us define
,(K) :=|
Gr4, 2
g(E) vol2 (PrE K) dE,
where PrE denotes the orthogonal projection onto the subspace E, and dE is
the Haar measure on Gr4, 2 .
Then , is translation invariant continuous valuation homogeneous of
degree 2. The set of irreducible representations of SO(4) appearing in valua-
tions of this form contains irreducible representations with highest weights of
the form (m1 , m2) with m2=\2, |m1 |2 an even integer (but may be also
some other representations).
First of all note that Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8 imply Proposition 4.6.
In order to prove Lemma 4.8 let us describe how the valuations of that
form can be imbedded into the space of functions on the Grassmannian.
Fix E0 # Gr4, 2 . For the disk DE0
,(DE0)=|
Gr4, 2
g(E) vol2 (PrEDE0) dE
=vol2 DE0 } |
Gr4, 2
g(E) |cos(E, E0)| dE,
where |cos(E, E0)| denotes the modulus of the cosine of the angle between
the subspaces E and E0 (which is equal to the modulus of the determinant
of the orthogonal projection from E to E0).
So the image of valuations of the form as in Lemma 4.8 in functions on
Gr4, 2 coincides with the image of the cosine transform on Gr4, 2 . Hence
Lemma 4.8 follows from
Lemma 4.9. The image of the cosine transform on Gr4, 2 contains the
irreducible components with highest weights (m1 , m2) with m2=\2, m12
an even integer.
Before we prove this lemma let us recall some well-known constructions
for SO(4) and Gr4, 2 . Let us identify R4 with the quaternions H#C j C.
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Then H with right multiplication by complex scalars is also isomorphic
to C2.
Recall that the group of quaternions with absolute value equal to 1 acts
by left multiplication on H&C2 and thus is identified with the group
SU(2).
We have also an isomorphism
8: SU(2)_SU(2)[\Id] [ SO(4)
defined by
8((q1 , q2))(x)=q1xq&12 ,
where q1 , q2 are quaternions with absolute value 1. Let us denote also
T1=[(z, 1) | z # C, |z|=1]/SU(2)_[1]
T2=[(1, z) | z # C, |z|=1]/[1]_SU(2).
Then T1_T2 is the maximal torus in SU(2)_SU(2), and under 8 it is
mapped onto the maximal torus of SO(4). Moreover 8(T1_T2) is iso-
morphic to the group SO(2)_SO(2) (fixing the real subspaces 1 } C and j } C.
So we have the following presentation for the real oriented Grassmannian:
Gr+4, 2=SU(2)T1_SU(2)T2 &CP
1_CP1 &S2_S2.
Denote by G :=SU(2), K :=T1 /G. Note that (G, K) is a symmetric
pair. The involutive automorphism
_: SU(2)  SU(2)
is given by _(q)=iqi&1, where q is a quaternion with absolute value 1. The
subgroup of fixed points of this involution is exactly K=T1 .
In this situation there is a construction of Cartan imbedding GK/G
as
gK [ g(_g)&1.
Easily it is a well-defined imbedding. Thus the Cartan imbedding applied
to each factor of S 2_S 2 gives Gr+4, 2 &S
2_S2 /S 3_S3.
We will need the following
Claim 4.10. (i) For every quaternion q # SU(2) q(_q)&1 has the form
:+ j;+k# (denoted in the sequel by (:, ;, #)) where :, ;, # are real
numbers.
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(ii) Under the Cartan imbedding the subspace !0 spanned by (1, i)
and naturally oriented corresponds to the point((1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0)) #
S2_S2.
(iii) If ! # Gr+4, 2 corresponds under the Cartan imbedding to the
point ((:1 , ;1 , #1), (:2 , ;2 , #2)) then the absolute value of the cosine
between ! and !0 is equal to
|cos(!, !0)|= 12 |:1+:2 |.
The proof is by direct computation.
Let (ei%, 1) # T1 . Then
8(ei%, 1)(z+ jw)=ei%z+ j(e&i%w).
So 8(LieT1) is spanned by
0 &1 0 0
1 0 0 0
31 :=_ & .0 0 0 10 0 &1 0
Let (1, ei%) # T2 . Then
8(1, ei%)(z+ jw)=ze&i%+ j(we&i%).
Then 8(LieT2) is spanned by
0 &1 0 0
1 0 0 0
32 :=_ & .0 0 0 &10 0 1 0
Let us denote
0 &1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1 :=_ & , M2 :=_ & .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 &10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Obviously [31 , 32] and [M1 , M2] are bases of Lie(T1_T2).
Let us choose the maximal torus of SO(4) with the Lie algebra spanned
by the vectors M1 , M2 . Then if the representation of SO(4) has the highest
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weight (:1 , :2) with :1|:2 | , then when composed with 8 the correspond-
ing representation of SU(2)_SU(2) has the highest weight (;1 , ;2)=
(:1&:2 , :1+:2).
In our situation the group SU(2)_SU(2) acts on S 2_S2 ( &Gr+4, 2) such
that each of both copies of SU(2) in mapped onto SO(3) with the kernel
\Id, and SO(3) acts on S2 in the usual way. If the representation of
SU(2)_SU(2) has the highest weight (;1 , ;2), then the highest weight of
representation of SO(3)_SO(3) is (;1 2, ;2 2).
Hence in order to prove Lemma 4.9 it remains to prove
Lemma 4.11. On the manifold S2_S2 consider the function
h(((:1 , ;1 , #1), (:2 , ;2 , #2)))=|:1+:2 | .
Then the set of highest weights of representations of the group SO(3)_
SO(3) entering into the decomposition of the space generated by the function
h contains the highest weights of the form
(k+1, k&1), and (k&1, k+1),
where k is a nonnegative integer.
Proof. It is well known that the push forward of the Lebesgue measure
on the sphere S2 under orthogonal projection onto the line is the Lebesgue
measure on the segment [&1, 1]. So in order to compute the highest
weights as in the statement of the lemma we have to decompose the func-
tion h(x, y) :=|x+ y| on the square [&1, 1]2 with respect to the basis
Lm (x) } Ln ( y), where the Ln are the Legendre polynomials on the segment
[&1, 1].
Recall that Ln (x)=(d n)(dxn)(1&x2)n. We have to compute
cm, n=|
1
&1
|
1
&1
|x+ y| Lm (x) Ln ( y) dx dy.
Due to symmetry we may assume that mn.
First let us compute for |x|1
|
1
&1
|x+ y| Ln ( y) dy=&|
0
&1+x
y
d n
dyn
(1&( y&x)2)n dy
+|
1+x
0
y
d n
dyn
(1&( y&x)2)n dy=(VV).
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Case 1. Let n=0. We have
(VV)= 12 ((&1+x)
2+(1+x)2)=x2+1.
Then
cm, 0=|
1
&1
(x2+1)
d m
dxm
(1&x2)m dx.
Clearly c2, 0 {0. This corresponds to the highest weight (2, 0) of the group
SO(3)_SO(3).
Case 2. Let n=1. Recall that we have assumed that mn. Then by
integration by parts we get
(VV)=|
0
&1+x
(1&( y&x)2) dy&|
1+x
0
(1&( y&x)2) dy
= &2x+ 23x
3.
Clearly c3, 1 {0. This corresponds to the highest weight (3, 1) of the group
SO(3)_SO(3).
Case 3. Let n>1 (and mn). Integrating by parts we rewrite (VV):
(VV)=|
0
&1+x
d n&1
dyn&1
(1&( y&x)2))n dy&|
1+x
0
d n&1
dyn&1
(1&( y&x)2))n dy
=
d n&2
dyn&2
(1&( y&x)2)n | y=0y=&1+x&
d n&2
dyn&2
(1&( y&x)2)n| y=1+xy=0
=2
d n&2
dyn&2
(1& y2)n | y=&x=\2
d n&2
dxn&2
(1&x2)n.
It is easy to see that
|
1
&1
d n&2
dxn&2
(1&x2)n Lm (x) dx
is nonzero if m=n+2. This corresponds to the highest weight (n+2, n) of
SO(3)_SO(3). This proves the lemma. Q.E.D
Thus Proposition 4.6 is proved as well.
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5. EVEN VALUATIONS IN R4
In this section we will study the space of even homogeneous valuations
of degree 2 on R4 as a GL(4, R)-module using two imbeddings constructed
in Section 3.
For technical reasons it will be more convenient to assume that the con-
vex sets are contained not in the original copy of R4, but in its dual R4*.
For basic representation theory of real reductive groups we refer to
[Wal]. Let P be the parabolic subgroup of GL(4, R) consisting of the
matrices of the form
_A0
V
B& ,
where A and B are 2_2 invertible matrices.
Let us choose the subalgebra of diagonal matrices as the Cartan
subalgebra and the subalgebra of lower triangular matrices as the Borel
subalgebra.
Then it is trivial to check that the half sum of positive roots is
\= 12 (&3, &1, 1, 3).
In Section 3 we have constructed the imbedding of even valuations
homogeneous of degree 4 into the line bundle of densities over the
Grassmannian of 2- dimensional subspaces (now in R4*).
Obviously the representation of GL(4, R) in sections of this bundle is
induced from the character of P given by
! \A0
V
B+=|det B | .
Lemma 5.1. The infinitesimal character of this representation is equal to
%=(&32 , &
1
2 ,
3
2 ,
5
2).
Proof is obvious. Q.E.D
Let us discuss now the second imbedding constructed in Section 3. We
imbed the valuations homogeneous of degree 2 into the space of distribu-
tions defined on smooth sections of the line bundle S g_ S over P3+_P
3
+
(see Section 3 for the notation), which have support on the diagonal of
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P3+ _P
3
+ . This space of distributions D has a natural filtration with respect
to the order of the distribution,
D# } } } #Dk #Dk&1 # } } } #D0 ,
where Dk denotes the space of distributions of order at most k with support
on the diagonal.
Lemma 5.2. The representation of GL(4, R) in the space Dk Dk&1 has an
infinitesimal character equal to
( 72&k, &
3
2 , &
1
2 , k+
1
2).
Proof. Clearly the value of any element of Dk at the smooth section of
S g_ S depends only on k-jet of this section in the normal directions to the
diagonal of P3+ _P
3
+ . Then clearly the space Dk Dk&1 is in the natural
duality with the space of k-jets in the normal directions to the diagonal of
P3+ _P
3
+ of smooth sections of S g_ S, whose (k&1)-jet vanishes. The last
space obviously coincides with smooth sections of the bundle E over
diag(P3+ _P
3
+)&P
3
+ , where
E=SSsymk (N*(diag))&SSsymk (T*P3+),
where N*(diag) is the conormal bundle to the diagonal, which is
isomorphic to the cotangent bundle T*P3+ . Since we are interested only in
even distributions we can consider only even sections of the bundle E. This
space can be identified with the space of smooth sections of the bundle
E1=O(2)symk (T*P3)L over the real projective space P3, where O(m)
is as usual the line bundle, whose fiber over the line l is the space of poly-
nomials on l homogeneous of degree m; L is a certain GL(n, R)-equivariant
flat line bundle. The space of smooth sections of E1 is in the natural duality
with the space of sections of
F :=O(&2)symk (TP3)L&1 ||P3 | ,
where ||P3 | is the line bundle of densities on the projective space P3. So
it is sufficient to compute the infinitesimal character of GL(4, R) on the
space of sections of the bundle F.
Obviously the bundle F is equal to
F1 :=O(&2)symk (TP3)|P3 M,
where |P3 is the line bundle of top degree differential forms on P3, and M
is a flat GL(4, R)-equivariant line bundle.
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Since the twist by a flat bundle does not change the infinitesimal cha-
racter it is sufficient to compute it for the space of sections of the bundle
G :=O(&2)symk (TP3)|P3 .
Let V :=R4* be the total space. Let
?: P3  pt
be a map to a point. Then ?*V is a GL(4)-equivariant line bundle over P3.
It is well known that for l # P3 the tangent space at l
Tl P3=Hom(l, Vl )=l*Vl.
Hence TP3&O(1) (?*V)O(&1). Then
symk ( TP3)=O(k)symk ((?*V)O(&1)).
Next since we have an exact sequence
0  l  V  Vl  0
then 3 (Vl )=4 V l*. Hence

3
TlP3=
3
(l* (Vl ))=(l*)4 
4
V.
Thus
|P3=O(&4)?* \
4
V*+ .
Hence
G=O(k&6)?* \
4
V*+symk ((?*V)O(&1)).
Let us describe the representation of GL(4, R) in sections of the bundle
G. Clearly it is induced from the parabolic subgroup Q of matrices of the
form
X=_a0
V
B& ,
where a is a non-zero real number, and B # GL(3, R).
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The representation of this subgroup we induce is as follows. It is a tensor
product of the character %1(X)=a
6&k } (det X)&1 and the representation of
matrices B in symk (Vl0) (where l0 is the line fixed by Q). The last
representation is just the k-th symmetric power of the standard representa-
tion of GL(3, R).
Now the lemma follows by a trivial computation. Q.E.D
The goal of this section is the following
Proposition 5.3. The distributions on P3+_P
3
+ corresponding to even
valuations on R4 homogeneous of degree 2 have order at most 2.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 the infinitesimal character of the representation
of GL(4, R) in valuations must be equal to (&32 , &
1
2 ,
3
2 ,
5
2).
By Lemma 5.2 the infinitesimal character in Dk Dk&1 is equal to
( 72&k, &
3
2 , &
1
2 , k+
1
2). But since it is defined up to the action of the Weyl
group (i.e., just the group of permutations) the only possibilities are k=1
or k=2. Q.E.D
6. PROOF OF MCMULLEN’S CONJECTURE FOR
EVEN VALUATIONS IN R4
In this section we will prove the main result of this paper:
Theorem 6.1. The linear combinations of even mixed volumes in R4
homogeneous of degree 2 are dense in the space of all even translation-
invariant homogeneous of degree 2 valuations in R4.
Proof. Let us fix a Euclidean metric on R4. Then we can identify the set
of oriented lines through the origin with the unit sphere S3.
Then the distributions take values in the trivial bundle (the trivialization
is preserved by the action of the orthogonal group). The K-types appearing
in this space are those which appear in the space of sections of the bundles
symkTS3 over the sphere S3 with k=1 or k=2 by Proposition 5.3. Using
the same trick as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 we obtain that these represen-
tations have highest weights of the form (m1 , m2) with m1|m2 | , |m2 |2.
This and Proposition 4.6 imply the theorem. Q.E.D
Corollary 6.2. The representation of SO(4) in the space of even
homogeneous of degree 2 continuous translation invariant valuations on R4 is
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multiplicity-free and consists exactly of irreducible representations with
highest weights (m1 , m2) satisfying
m1|m2 | , m1 is even, m2=0 or \2.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.1 and Propositions 4.1 and 4.6.
Q.E.D
7. UNITARILY INVARIANT TRANSLATION INVARIANT
VALUATIONS ON C2
In this section we will characterize all unitarily invariant translation-
invariant valuations on C2. This will be a consequence of the results of the
previous section (Corollary 6.2) on the K-type structure of even valuations
of degree 2 (degrees 1 and 3 should be considered separately, but for them
the result is essentially known). If we denote by Vi (K) the mixed volumes
of convex set K taken i times with the Euclidean ball taken 4&i times
(remember that the real dimension of the total space is equal to 4) then the
result is as follows:
Theorem 7.1. Every unitarily invariant translation-invariant continuous
valuation on C2 is a linear combination of V i , 0i4, and of the valuation
,(K) :=|
CP1
vol2 (Pr! K) d!,
where CP1 denotes the complex projective space, and Pr! is the orthogonal
projection onto the complex line !. This valuation , is linearly independent
from the previous ones. In particular the dimension of the space of these
valuations is equal to 6.
It is sufficient to prove this theorem for valuations homogeneous of given
degree k, 0k4. For k=0 or 4 the result follows immediately from
Theorem 2.2 (a, b).
Lemma 7.2. Every unitarily invariant translation invariant continuous
valuation on Cm homogeneous of degree 2m&1 is proportional to V2m&1 .
Proof. By McMullen’s theorem [Mc2] every translation invariant con-
tinuous valuation , on Rn homogeneous of degree n&1 can be written in
the form
,(K)=|
Sn&1
f (|) dSn&1 (K; |),
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where dSn&1 (K, } ) is the area measure of K, f: S n&1  C is a continuous
function on the sphere Sn&1. Moreover f can be chosen to be orthogonal
to every linear functional on the sphere; under this choice f is defined
uniquely.
Now n=2m. If , is unitarily invariant then clearly f must be constant.
Q.E.D
The following lemma is contained implicitly in [Al] (see proof of
Proposition 4.9, Case 4), but we will outline the argument for the sake of
compliteness.
Lemma 7.3. If , is an SO(n)-finite translation-invariant continuous
valuation , homogeneous of degree 1, then it can be presented in the form
,(K)=|
Sn&1
f (K) dS1 (K; |),
where dS1 (K, } ) is the first area measure, and f : S n&1  C is a continuous
function on the sphere. Moreover, f can be chosen orthogonal to every linear
functional on the sphere; then it is defined uniquely.
Proof. Since , is homogeneous of degree one, then it is Minkowski
additive; i.e.,
,(*1K1+*2K2)=*1,(K1)+*2,(K2).
Since every C-function on Sn&1 is a difference of two smooth supporting
functionals of convex sets, , can be extended by linearity to a map
,: C (S n&1)  C,
which clearly will be continuous. Thus , can be considered as a distribu-
tion on the sphere S n&1. But the space of distributions D(S n&1) on the
sphere is decomposed under the action of the group SO(n) as
D(Sn&1)=_0n _
1
n  } } } _
k
n  } } } ,
where _kn is an irreducible representation of SO(n) and is isomorphic to the
space of spherical harmonics of degree k (here we may assume that the
dimension n>2).
The condition that , is translation-invariant means that its projection
onto the subspace _1n vanishes. For all the other components there exist
valuations which project nontrivially onto them. Indeed if we take
,(K)=|
Sn&1
f (K) dS1 (K; |)
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with f being a continuous function then the map f [ , from continuous
functions on the sphere to valuations has kernel equal to _1n . This follows
from the theorem due to Weil [W] which claims that the linear combina-
tions of the area measures dS1 (K, } ), where K runs over all convex compact
sets, are dense in the space of signed measures on Sn&1 orthogonal to _1n .
Q.E.D
Lemma 7.4. Every unitarily invariant translation-invariant continuous
valuation homogeneous of degree 1 is proportional to V1 .
Proof. One may assume in addition that our valuation is SO(n)-finite.
Then the function f from Lemma 7.3 is unitarily invariant and hence con-
stant. Q.E.D
End of the proof of Theorem 7.1. To prove Theorem 7.1 it remaines to
consider valuations homogeneous of degree 2. It follows from the general
theory of compact symmetric spaces (see [Tak]) that the irreducible
representations of SO(4), which have U(2)-fixed vectors, must have the
highest weight (m1 , &m1) with m10. But by Corollary 6.2 the only
possibilities are (0, 0) and (2, &2). So the space of U(2)-invariant valua-
tions homogeneous of degree 2 is at most 2-dimensional. Thus it suffices to
check that the valuation
,(K) :=|
CP1
vol2 (Pr!K) d!
is not proportional to V2 . Let us do it.
We will keep the notation of Section 4 identifying C2 with H and the
oriented Grassmannian Gr+4, 2 with S
2_S2. Let E # Gr+4, 2 . Let DE be the
unit ball inside E. Then
,(DE)=|
CP1
vol2 (Pr!DE) d!=vol DE |
SU(2)
|cos(E, U(!0))| dU, (7.1)
where !0 denotes the (real) subspace spanned by <1, i>.
If under the Cartan imbedding (see Section 4) the point E is identified
with ((:1 , ;1 , #1), (:2 , ;2 , #2)), then its orbit [U(E) | U # SU(2)] is identified
with S2_[(:2 , ;2 , #2)]. Hence, using Claim 4.10, the integral in (7.1) can
be rewritten as
1
2 |(x, y, z) # S2 |x+:2 |=
1
2 |
1
&1
|x+:2 | dx=
1+:22
2
.
Hence , can not be proportional to V2 , since V2 (DE) is constant with
respect to E # Gr4, 2 . Q.E.D
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8. FURTHER RESULTS
In this section we give one more application of previous constructions.
Namely we prove the following result.
Theorem 8.1. Let G be a compact subgroup of the orthogonal group
acting transitively on the sphere Sn&1/Rn. Then the linear space of
G-invariant translation-invariant continuous valuations is finite dimensional.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result for valuations homogeneous of
degree k. Then in Section 3 we have constructed an imbedding of such
valuations into the space of distributions on the product of k copies of the
sphere S n&1 (whenever the Euclidean structure on Rn is fixed). These dis-
tributions have support on the diagonal (Proposition 3.3). Moreover the
order of the distributions is uniformly bounded. This follows from the fact
that each valuation defines a multilinear form on the space of twice con-
tinuously differentiable functions on the sphere (Lemma 3.2) and general
estimates in the kernel theorem (in fact, the order of these distributions is
at most 1+k(n+1)). It is easy to see that if the group G acts transitively
on the sphere then the space of G-invariant distributions of the given order
on the product of k copies of the sphere and with support on the diagonal
is finite dimensional. Q.E.D
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